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Welcome to 44CON 2018!
Welcome to the sponsor pack for the 8th annual 44CON training and
conference event. After a period of review and some consultation we’ve
completely overhauled our approach to sponsorship for 2018. We’ve
reorganised our sponsor operations team to provide more dedicated and
personal sponsor care, and to focus on helping you meet your objectives.
This year we have 5 days of training and a two day/evening conference
event. As usual you can expect two workshop and seminar tracks featuring
talks from international experts. We have our top barista coﬀee, double
decker London bus bar, Capture The Flag competition and prizes galore!
We’re running a host of new activities this year, and you’re at the heart of it.
Our goal is to help you get the very best RoI from what will be the best
44CON yet.
Regards,
Adrian, Steve and Crew
(PS - This is Channon on the left. He doesn’t bite… hard)

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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44CON 2018
Key Themes

A
F

B

E

C

A. Offensive Security

D. Defensive Security

Pentesting, red teaming and exploit
development. Vulnerabilities,
software and hardware hacking.

Threat hunting, malware, bug
bounties. Tools, techniques and
strategies to detect and respond to
key threats.

B. Key Skills

E. Law & Compliance

Developing key security skills has
been a 44CON cornerstone since
day 1.

From GDPR to Brexit. Hackers and
extradition, IP protection and breach
insurance.

C. Privacy & FLOSS

F. Ideas & Startups

Free/Open Source software, Privacy
issues, pervasive surveillance. As
monitored by GCHQ.

New ideas, completely crazy
concepts and anything left-of-field
with an impact on security.

D
https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Meet The Team
Year-round Organisers

Marizel

Nathalie

Adrian

Steve

Pre-event Ops

Front Desk

Event Director

Event Director

Marizel will make sure everything
agreed happens and is your
primary point of contact for all
things sponsorship at the event.

Nathalie manages registration,
front desk and billing. If you have
any questions see her or one of
the other front desk crew.

https://44con.com/

Adrian handles all things layout
and event direction, and as a
caﬀeine-fuelled life form can
often be found near Antipode.

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com

Steve handles the CFP, activity
planning and is your sponsor
escalation point in case you need
something done quickly.
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Attendee Profiles

2017 Attendee Profiles
Company Size

26% of attendees worked at an
organisation employing more than 10001
staﬀ.

10001+ Staff

5001-10000
Staff
9% of attendees worked at an
organisation employing 1001-5000 staﬀ

1001-5000 Staff

201-1000 Staff
14% of 2017 attendees worked at
organisations employing 51-200 staﬀ.

14% of 2017 attendees worked at a
organisations employing 201-1000 staﬀ.

51-200 Staff

1-50 Staff

https://44con.com/

8% of attendees worked at an
organisation employing 5001-10000 staﬀ.

23% of 2017 attendees worked at an
organisation employing 1-50 staﬀ.

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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2017 Attendee Profiles
Industry/Sector Breakdown

https://44con.com/

1

27% of 2017 attendees were involved in consultancy
services.

2

23% of 2017 attendees described themselves as being in
the computer security industry.

3

13% of 2017 attendees described themselves as being in
technology.

4

11% of 2017 attendees described themselves as being in
the financial services sector.

5

9% of 2017 attendees described themselves as being in
the telecoms industry.

6

5% of 2017 attendees described themselves as being in
retail.

7

4% of 2017 attendees described themselves as being in
the defence sector.

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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2017 Attendee Profiles
Breakdown by Job Role

9% Board Level (CEO, CTO, Top-level
Executive)

8% Developer role

8%

9%

7%

2% Student/
Other

12% Consultant role or Freelance

12%

https://44con.com/

31%

7% Senior Security Director/
Management role

30%

30% Security Architect, Analyst or
Engineer role

31% Technical specialist (Penetration
Tester, Incident Responder, Security
Researcher)

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Meet The Team
Core Crew Ready To Help

Sam

Ian

Aidan

Nik

Ops Lead

Ops Lead

Tech Ops

Brochure

Sam keeps the crew in line and
helps make sure everything works
smoothly. If you need something,
she’ll make sure it gets done.

Ian handles event security,
operations and is a primary point
of contact for all things venue
related.

https://44con.com/

Aidan handles our CFP
infrastructure. He is also the
primary point of contact for tech
ops queries.

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com

Nik owns the brochure and will
delicately position your sponsor
content. Nik loves duct tape,
shovels and rural nighttime walks.
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The Venue

2

3

4

5

1

The Main Hall (Clive Sinclair)
The main hall is directly connected to the main lecture theatres and reception/coﬀee area. In the main hall you’ll find key sponsors, a selection of
exhibitors and of course, the double-decker London bus bar. Snacks, refreshments and of course, our well-loved Gin O’Clock break are served
here. The main hall is also the focal social space for evening entertainment on Wednesday and Thursday night. Our main hall is named after
1980s computing pioneer Sir Clive Sinclair, responsible for the MK/14, ZX80 and ZX81, ZX Spectrum and Sinclair QL home computers

Tracks 1 & 2
Lecture Theatres

44CON has had a long history of having 3 tracks: Two main tracks, and a 3rd “Hidden track” (the joke is that it’s not very well hidden). Our main
event takes place on the two tracks, with track 2 also used for evening events. Both tracks are filmed by default, except where a speaker has
asked not to be recorded. Our two main tracks are named after two British computer science pioneers: Sophie Wilson, designer of the ARM
instruction set and Ada Lovelace, writer of the first published computer algorithm.

01

02

Track 2 (Ada Lovelace)
Track 2 is a smaller but still spacious 200 capacity lecture theatre
also used for talks throughout the event. Special evening activities
take place primarily in track 2.

03

Track 1 (Sophie Wilson)
Our main theatre seats 400 people in a theatre configuration, and is
used for opening, closing and keynote speeches as well as general
talks throughout the event. Evening talks are held in track 1.

04

Track 3 & Workshop 1
The Hidden Track and our Workshop Track

We’ve run diﬀerent types of talk and workshop track before settling on track 3 as a combination talk/workshop track and a dedicated workshop
track upstairs. The upstairs space is light and airy, with good capacity. Track 3 is just oﬀ the main hall. As with the main tracks, our tracks are
named after computer science pioneers. Track 3 is named after Cliﬀord Cocks, the inventor of a public-key encryption algorithm that would later
become RSA. Workshop 1 is named after Tommy Flowers, inventor of Colossus, the first programmable electronic computer.

01

02

Workshop 1 (Tommy Flowers)
A larger space for 2 hour long hands-on workshop sessions. Chairs
and tables provide suitable working space for people with laptops
and other hardware.

03

Track 3 (Clifford Cocks)
A more intimate space for up to 50 people. Track 3 is ideal for talks
better suited to a focused, but not necessarily mainstream
audience. Track 3 is also used for smaller workshops.

04
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3
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5

1

Hallway Track (Alan Turing)
The Hallway Track is a major footfall area, linking the ILEC lobby, main hall, lifts to the Flowers workshop area and most importantly, Antipode
Coﬀee. It’s also a space for exhibitors, smaller sponsors and hosts the continuous soldering workshop.

Meet The Team
Crew To Watch Out For

Steve

Lady Gwen

Nik

Jamie

Hallway Track Crew

44Corgi

Tech Ops/Brochure

Photographer

Steve is one of our crew often
found in the Hallway Track or near
the front desk, occasionally
striking a pose.

We are Lady Gwendoline’s oﬃcial
conference. As well as being a
renowned calendar model, she’s
the most important crew member.

https://44con.com/

Nik is responsible for putting
together the brochure pre-event
and also helps out with tech-ops
at the venue.

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com

Jamie goes from spot to spot,
hunting for shots to take. Make
sure he takes plenty of pictures of
your stand so we can feature
them!
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Opportunities

Sponsorship Packages
At A Glance

Platinum
Slots available

Gold

Silver

Exhibitor

1

4

2

5

Size

4m x 3m

4m x 2m

1.8mx 0.6m Table

1.8m x 0.6m Table

Location

Main Hall

Premium Location

Hallway Track

Hallway Track

Credits included

40

20

10

0

Tickets included

10

6

4

2

Table Beers

100

50

25

10

Coﬀee vouchers

100

50

25

10

Logo on site/stage
Brochure space
Standard rate

https://44con.com/

Site only
2-page centre spread

1 Page

1/2 Page

1/4 Page

£25,000

£20,000

£10,000

£2,500

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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What’s Included?
For All Tiered Sponsors

Save over £25,000 versus other events!
We want to make sponsoring 44CON the best marketing decision you’ll make all
year. Our new flexible sponsorship system includes things other events charge
extra for as standard. Take advantage of the below and save over £25,000 versus
marketing spend at other London cybersecurity events!
Video interviews. Each sponsor gets a video interview at the event,
showcased on our site and shared with you for your own use.
As well as interviews, key video soundbites will be prepended to freely
distributed lecture videos (subject to available slots).
Recruiting? We’ll promote it on our site, in newsletters, the Sponsor
Passport and in a section of the printed brochure, linking to your site.
Each sponsor gets a written interview with a professional journalist at the
event for a piece on our site. This is a great opportunity to pitch your own
stories to be picked up by the UK press.

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Platinum Sponsorship
1 Slot Available: £25,000 (£22,500 Early Bird if paid by March 31st 2018)
Platinum sponsorship is our top tier sponsorship level. As such, only one slot is available. This sponsorship tier comes with everything you could possibly need, or
indeed want, including a special rate for additional tickets and priority for meeting space over other sponsors. The key benefits include:

Opening Remarks

Massive Space

Pre-Event Exposure

5 minute opening remarks after
the Wednesday evening intro,
plus 1st Pitch Perfect slot.

12 sqm of space in the main hall
to stand out, in the best spot in
the venue.

Dedicated mailshot, blog post on
main site. Premium placement on
sponsor page and social media.

Access

At-Event Exposure

Tokens Galore

10 Tickets included and
discounts on further tickets (early
bird price).

Double page brochure centre
spread, logos everywhere we can
reasonably put them.

A staggering 100 beer and coﬀee
tokens and enough credits to
cover bus sponsorship.

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Gold Sponsorship
4 Slots Available: £20,000 (£18,000 Early Bird if paid by March 31st 2018)
Gold sponsorship provides most of the benefits of Platinum with less space and fewer tokens for ancillary sponsorship, coﬀee and at-stand beer. As with Platinum
sponsorship, we’ll work extensively with you pre-event to help you get the most RoI from the show. The key benefits include:

Pitch Perfect

Plenty of Space

Pre-Event Exposure

A 5 minute slot at our pitch
perfect event on Wednesday
evening.

8 sqm of premium space either in
the main hall or hallway track.

Guest blog post on main site.
Placement on sponsor page and
social media.

Access

At-Event Exposure

Much Token

6 Tickets included and early bird
discounts on up to 10 further
tickets.

Full page in brochure, logos
(almost) everywhere we can
reasonably put them.

Plenty of beer and coﬀee tokens
and enough credits to bag some
decent ancillary sponsorship.

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Silver Sponsorship
2 Slots Available: £10,000 (£9,000 Early Bird if paid by March 31st 2018)
Silver sponsorship is a healthy step up for any exhibitor, and brings plenty of benefits. As a sponsor we’ll work extensively with you pre-event to help you get the most
from the show. The key benefits include:

Pitch Perfect

Sponsor Table

Pre-Event Exposure

A 5 minute slot at our pitch
perfect event on Wednesday
evening.

1.8m x 0.6m sponsor table in the
Hallway Track (may be moved to
main hall if good space available)

Placement on sponsor page and
social media.

Access

At-Event Exposure

Tokens

6 Tickets included and early bird
discounts on up to 10 further
tickets.

Half page in brochure, smaller
logos on stands, signs, media etc.

A reasonable number of coﬀee
and beer tokens, although you
might want to top up.

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Exhibitor
5 Slots Available: £2,500 (£2,250 Early Bird if paid by March 31st 2018)
Exhibitors get a basic package, but have the flexibility to top up by buying more ancillary credits. For returning exhibitors, we’d be delighted to work with you to help
boost your event RoI. The key benefits include:

Sponsor Table
1.8m x 0.6m sponsor table in the
Hallway Track (may be moved to
main hall if good space available)

Access

Exposure

Tokens

2 Tickets included and early bird
discounts on up to 2 further
tickets.

Exhibitor acknowledgement on
site sponsor page. Quarter page
in brochure

10 Coﬀee and 10 at-table beers
to share with attendees.

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Sponsor Credit System
Introducing Flexible Sponsorship

Making RoI Manageable
Although 44CON runs year to year,
most of our sponsors join at diﬀerent
times of the year. For sponsors
joining us in the summer this
presents a serious disadvantage,
particularly for promotion.

Our credit system allows sponsors to
roll over unused spend into the
following year, ideal for managing
multi-year budgets. Credits expire 12
months after the last sponsored
44CON event.

It’s also common to see sponsors
want to sponsor a particular level,
but have certain ancillary
sponsorships only to find that their
budget doesn’t support it.

This lets marketing managers spend
more in a surplus, and recover costs
the following year, manage lastminute changes without additional
overheads and roll ancillary
sponsorship options into their main
sponsorship purchase. For those
joining us later in the year, this lets
you carry over unused credits from
the previous year upon renewal.

There are also smaller ancillary
options that are sometimes needed
last minute, and last-minute
procurement can be cumbersome.
We’d prefer to focus on giving you
the best experience we can.

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com

You’re going to love sponsor credits.
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Additional Sponsorship Opportunities
The 44CON Bus Bar & Gin O’Clock

44CON Bus Bar

Gin O’Clock

The iconic 44CON Bus is a genuine
original AEC Routemaster bus. It is a
fully functioning double-decker
London bus with a bar conversion
and is the main hall’s focal point.

The legendary Gin O’Clock break
(with tea and cake for our teetotal
guests) is a networking break on the
Thursday afternoon.
The break is a way of improving
footfall during the graveyard shift
and providing space to prepare Track
1 for any changes needed before the
final talks of the day.

Having your livery on the most
photographed object at 44CON will
definitely raise your profile at the
event! Bus bar sponsorship includes
an early Thursday evening
sponsored beer break before the
start of the evening session with
branded vouchers provided to
attendees.

This well-loved 44CON tradition is a
big hit with the crowd, and will be
appropriately branded in the
brochure and on the site.

Standard rate: £15,000

Standard rate: £5,000

Sponsor credits: 30

Sponsor credits: 10

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Additional Sponsorship Opportunities
Capture The Flag (CTF)

Capture The Flag

Our Approach

Our Capture The Flag competition is
a fantastic sponsor opportunity.
Sponsors are invited to engineer and
design a CTF around their own
requirements and objectives, the
more fiendish, the better!

We’ll work with you to advise on
things that work with the CTF.
Ultimately as you’re going to host
the CTF, our job will be to promote it
before and during the event.
For best results, we recommend that
sponsors implement a prequalification and qualification round
- this ensures that we can maximise
your RoI on the CTF.

This sponsorship opportunity is
ideally suited to those looking to
recruit, introduce a bug bounty
programme or have the tires kicked
on their latest product by some very
determined people.

There’s no charge for the CTF - it’s a
lot of work to run and we appreciate
our sponsors doing so. However, CTF
sponsorship is only open to tiered
sponsors and returning exhibitors.

The CTF is a flexible opportunity
that’s a surefire hit with a large group
of our attendees.

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Additional Sponsorship
Opportunities
Coffee
The coﬀee area is a footfall and networking focal point.
As well as a seating area, it’s necessary to pass through
the hallway track to queue for coﬀee or to reach the
main toilets.
Our coﬀee is expertly brewed and served by Antipode
Coﬀee, one of London’s top coﬀee houses.
Coﬀee sponsorship includes additional coﬀee tokens,
which of course will be branded with the sponsor’s logo
and contact details.
Standard rate: £5,000
Sponsor credits: 10

Additional Sponsorship Opportunities
Diversity Pack - 5 Credits/£2,500 Per Block of 5

We believe that 44CON should help the disadvantaged and underrepresented gain access to opportunities and to interact with people already in
industry. To help with achieving this objective, we’ve prepared a diversity sponsor option. Each pack is a block of 5 tickets including guaranteed
venue accommodation, reserved at the point of payment. It’s up to you to decide the terms under which you want to provide these tickets, but
we’ll list you on our diversity access page (in descending order of packs bought), along with your application criteria and relevant contact details.

01

02

Other Opportunities
The Little Things That Make A Difference

1

Ducky’s Den - 5 Credits/£2,500

A filmed evening event in which attendees pitch ridiculous and hilarious
security product and service ideas to our expert panel of industry duckies,
interspersed with our Pitch Perfect 5 minute sponsor pitches with prizes
including best billed idea, lame duck pitch and most quackers concept.

2

Official Challenge - 5 Credits/£2,500

You’re welcome to run your own challenges on your stand, but oﬃcial
challenge status means we’ll work with you to promote it before and at the
event through all media channels.

3

Beer Pack - 1 Credit/£500

Choose from either beer buckets for your table or 100 drinks tokens for the
bus bar. Beer buckets are available from 11am till 7pm, with the bus bar
normally closing between 2-4am.

https://44con.com/

4

Soldering Area - 10 Credits/£5,000

Sponsor our continuous soldering workshop area, and get badge sponsorship
thrown in for free. Our badges will have your logo carefully positioned for
attendees to build in this highly popular space.

5

Diversity Pack - 5 Credits/£2,500

5 tickets allocated to our diversity programme, seeking to provide assistance
to the disadvantaged and underrepresented in our industry. Passes include
guaranteed accommodation and conference tickets.

6

Coffee Pack - 1 Credit/£500

100 Coﬀee tokens for our Antipode coﬀee bar, to distribute to attendees as
you wish, or to help with that awkward post-party friday morning feeling.

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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Next Steps
What To Do Now

Let us know about what you’re interested in, your goals
and how you want to measure success and we’ll make it
happen. We’re more than happy to tailor bespoke
packages upon request.

Once you’ve confirmed interest we’ll send a sponsor
agreement and invoice. Once completed and returned.,
your sponsorship starts from the point your invoice is
settled. Don’t forget the March 31st payment deadline
for an extra 10% early bird discount!
Marizel and Steve are your primary points of contact
before, during and after the event, but all of the crew
will be happy to help your sponsorship be a success.

https://44con.com/

Contact: Twitter - @44CON | Email - sponsors@44con.com
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